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C.F. Contemporary Fire is glad to announce the first event that also sets off the very start of the 
project: “Poggio Tempesta’’ is a group show curated by Caterina Fondelli and featuring the art-
ists Oliviero Fiorenzi, Nicola Ghirardelli, IPER-collettivo and Francesco Pacelli. The opening 
reception takes place Saturday June 11, 2022 from 4.30 to 9 pm in Via Francesca sud, 115, Poggio 
Tempesti, Florence. With the patronage of the Municipality of Cerreto Guidi, the show will be on view 
until July 24, 2022.

The exhibition itinerary is conceived as a walk in the large park surrounding a domestic context, a 
place that will become a new cultural hub for contemporary art in the area during Summer 2022, 
hosting also a residency program.   
“Poggio Tempesta”, declination and extension for the name of the green and characteristic hill 
where the house is located, is ready to transport visitors into an unusual atmosphere, if compared 
to the spaces in which they usually contemplate artworks. Wandering through the vast garden, step 
by step, they will bump into unknown and enigmatic  entities, characters on a magical journey of dis-
covery towards a momentary escape. With a strong reference to the elements, key concept of the 
whole Contemporary Fire project, the exhibition proposes the return to a kind of locus amoenus, a 
small cosmos, an happy island and idyllic landscape made up of foliage, flowers and fruit, as a way to 
reconnect with an ancestral part of the self and the world.  

Each one of the artists involved, interprets from a personal perspective the environment deputed to 
welcome their works, focusing on a peculiar detail united together with suggestions and sensations 
experienced while having an inspection of the place and meeting the family, heart, uniqueness and 
strong point of this project.

Oliviero Fiorenzi is inspired and investigates a specific aspect, or rather a small “resident”, of the 
community living the space dedicated to the exhibition daily. Bewitched by myths related to the so-
called multiple lives of cats, the artist presents a lesser known part of his production, the one con-
nected to the technique of ceramics. In the liminal space, dear to him, amidst public art, personal 
mythologies, a playful side and the use of colour, Fiorenzi combines a found object with some char-
acteristic artworks, creating an installation that will arouse the timeless mystique of folklore.
For the occasion, Nicola Ghirardelli explores the millenary sculptural practices of fusion, reinter-
preting their functional elements, with unprecedented aesthetic developments. The artist investi-
gates possibilities and results of metals, constantly seeking a balance between decoration and evo-
cation. His sculptures appear as motifs or tools that have always been present in the place, blending 
with the natural environment and enriching it with a precious added value. The objects, a compound 
of usual elements, are pigeonholed into shapes or diagrams that filter their reception.
With their installation, IPER-collettivo invites us not to be intimidated: the work must actually be ex-
perienced and is to be observed from a radically contemporary point of view.
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The platform immersed in the grass, introduced by a natural path, will reveal its modular “puzzle” aes-
thetic, composed of spinning supports made from recycled plastic, in bright colour ranges. Their 
assembly is designed for the formation of a drawing, a pattern, with explicit references to pixel art. 
Furthermore, with a nostalgic look at Superstudio’s utopias, the collective of artists laudably re-
spond to the sustainable goals and the respect and enhancement of the context conveyed in the 
exhibition, presenting an artwork with potentially infinite expressive capacities.
Finally, Francesco Pacelli presents some mysterious plasticity through combinations and mixtures 
of different materials, shades of colours and shapes, in which to detect tensions between the an-
thropomorphic, the organic and the supernatural. His is a decidedly seductive expression of the un-
canny, which spreads complicity and a desire to approach in the viewer, as if to let these creatures 
tell their story, their birth, their destiny.
Implying sophisticated textures and various directions of propagation in space, his sculptures en-
thrall in a crescendo of curiosity, up to the use of light in a particular spot of the garden, which will give 
changing scenarios with the passing of the hours.

Guided tours and special events will be hosted during the exhibition.  
The event calendar will be available soon.

A special thanks to Azienda Agricola Colle Adimari, Cerreto Guidi, 
Florence and Azienda Agricola Scarselli, Le Botteghe, Fucecchio, 
Florence for the precious collaboration.

Opening hours
Thursday - Sunday, 10.30 am - 1 pm / 4 - 8 pm
Monday - Wednesday by appointment 
Contacting before the visit is strongly recommended in any case

Contacts
info.contemporaryfire@gmail.com 
+39 3349874881

Our location
43°45’26.4”N 10°49’23.1”E
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Caterina Fondelli

Oliviero Fiorenzi

Nicola Ghirardelli

(1991, San Miniato) graduated in Foreign languages, literatures and European 
artist cultures, and she worked as a visitor assistant in some prestigious art 
museums and institutions in London, UK. Once back to Italy, Caterina ob-
tained a Master degree in Contemporary Art Markets from NABA, Milan, while 
starting collaborations with contemporary art galleries with roles as gallery 
assistant and exhibitions coordinator. She writes for art magazines and has 
recently started to work as an independent curator, after attending a course in 
curatorial practices at the School for Curatorial Studies, Venice.

(1992, Osimo, Italy. Lives and works in Milan) living between two contexts, has 
developed a particular sensitivity to the theme of the landscape. After graduat-
ing from NABA, Milan and spending a period at Willem de Kooning Academie, 
Rotterdam, the artist builds through his personal experience a complex fig-
urative sign apparatus, thanks to which he enters into a relationship with the 
context he operates in, producing pictorial and sculptural installations.
With a strong attention to the variables present in the context around him, he 
develops his graphic / pictorial research drawing on the imagination that we 
enrich in the years of childhood and adolescence. This is the time in which we 
live the world through the forms of play, and it is precisely through these ex-
periences, lived and then methodically evoked, that Fiorenzi has created his 
personal mythology: a constantly updated visual alphabet, a tool with which 
he builds, according to the different projects, new architectures of meaning.
He exhibited in galleries, foundations and museums including: “SSP”, Oliviero 
Fiorenzi and Roberto Alfano, The Address, Brescia, Italy (2020); “Crash 
Test”, Oliviero Fiorenzi and Yoan Mudry, Sonnenstube, Lugano, Switzerland 
(2019); “Progresso Inconsapevole”, Fondazione Feltrinelli, Milan, Italy 
(2019); “Turbosafary will never die but it did”, curated by Studio Volante, Ex-
Dogana, Rome, Italy (2018); “The Great Learning”, curated by Marco Scotini, 
La Triennale, Milan, Italy (2017). He worked on important public art projects 
as: 4-20 Airmarks, kinetic sculpture, part of the project “SUPERBLAST”, 
Manifattura Tabacchi, Florence, Italy (2021); Segnali, Video installation, 
Demanio Marittimo Km-278, Marzocca, Italy (2020); “OPEN SIGNS”, site-
specific paintings, La Mole Vanvitelliana, Ancona, Italy (2020), among others.

(1994, Como, Italy. Lives and works between Milan and Tuscany) graduated in 
Painting from Brera Fine Arts Academy in 2020. His work emerges from the 
fascination for images generated by the world and the need to repeat them, 
fix them in a form. Through the cast, a negative withdrawal, materialisation of 
the void surrounding the object, the world is transformed into a mould. The 
representation of the Universe occurs through the multiplication of its objects, 
which are housed in structures that aggregate these forms, placing cultural 
and natural images on the same level.  Drawing from various mythologies, like 
history of art and iconology, isolating elements, and making their signs appear 
in incomplete forms, the artist makes use of symbols that seem to flow from 
our collective memory, charged with charm typical of dissolved reminiscenc-
es, which come back loud, unexpected. The sterile symbols (because we have 
forgotten their original meaning) are taken with a violent act of appropriation 
and relocated into complex trophies, resulting in morphologies that dissipate 
energy in a dynamic momentum, in search for a new centre of gravity, an order 
different from the initial one. 
Between September 2020 and February 2021, he participated in “L’armonia” 
residency program by Manifattura Tabacchi in Florence, curated by Sergio 
Risaliti. He worked as assistant to the artist Giulia Cenci in 2022, joining the 
production of the artworks on view at the 59° Venice Biennale, “The Milk of 
Dreams”. The artist was included in many group shows such as: “Break in. 
Temporal displacement”, curated by Arnold Braho, The Address, Brescia, 
Italy (2022); “Instructions to Light-Keepers”, curated by Arnold Braho and 
Stefano De Gregori, Sept Showroom, Milan, Italy (2021); “Les Danses 
Nocturnes”, curated by EastContemporary, Spread Museum, Entrevaux, 
France (2021); “Ardere, Ardere, Ardere, Ardere”, curated by Arnold Braho and 
Maddalena Pippa, Verona, Italy (2021);  “L’armonia”, curated by Sergio Risaliti, 
Manifattura Tabacchi, Florence, Italy (2020); “ZUCKERBUNKER”, curated by 
Yuma Burgess, Sol Bailey Barker, Helen Neven, Hyph4e. net (online exhibi-
tion) (2020).
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IPER-collettivo

Francesco Pacelli

[(Marco Conti (1988, Prato); Giulia Landini (Prato, 1992); Lorenzo Romaniello 
(1988, Pistoia); Lorenzo Vacirca (1988, Prato)] a multidisciplinary group of 
young professionals with different backgrounds, united by a passion for ex-
perimentation, creativity, sustainability, and interactive forms of expression. 
Their research investigates the relationship between the territory and its com-
munities, aiming to express their visions through socially engaging projects: a 
material representation of the traditions and the evolving ways of living.
Since its formation, the group has collaborated with local associations active 
in the area between Prato and Florence organizing co-planning and participa-
tory design workshops.
IPER-collettivo has taken part in several art and design open calls: in 2020 
the tactical urbanism project called Res Publica was awarded the Honourable 
Mention at the “Tactical Urbanism NOW!” competition organized by Terraviva 
Competition. In 2021 the installation Plastic Landscape was exhibited at the 
Countless Cities Art Biennale in Favara (AG). In the same year IPER-collettivo 
were selected amongst the winners of the open call for art residencies 
“Superblast” organized by NAM-Not A Museum in Manifattura Tabacchi in 
Florence. The residency led to the creation of the work Micromegàsuoni, 
whose artistic experience was published in the book “SUPERBLAST” by 
NERO EDITION (Rome, November 2021). In 2022 the group was shortlisted 
for the Lucca Biennale “Cartasia” and selected to exhibit at BASE-Milano, part 
of the Fuorisalone events at the design week.
IPER-collettivo holds a strong connection with local contemporary art realities, 
In March 2022, the installation Plastic W(e)ave organized by Accaventiquattro 
Arte was inaugurated at the BBS-pro exhibition space in Prato, and it is current-
ly working on three separate exhibitions for the spring and summer 2022. The 
manifesto “Parkifying the Future” is currently part of the exhibit at the cultural 
space BARdaDino in Venice for the “Barahonda” art event. IPER-collettivo will 
take part with the work Plastic Textile to the Contemporary Textile Art Biennial 
Contextile in Guimaraes, in Portugal next September 2022.

(1988, Perugia, Italy. Lives and works in Milan) graduated in Design at 
Politecnico University. He worked as assistant to Roberto Cuoghi and was 
part of the artistic direction of the project space Dimora Artica in Milan. He 
draws on multiple spheres of contemporary culture, proposing formal syn-
theses with imaginative and deliberately ambiguous features, taking on unre-
alistic but possible tones in the eyes of the viewer. Through repeated seman-
tic stratifications and a continuous tension for material experimentation, his 
works bring together the collective imagination and the personal sphere in a 
loop of visual references that are at the same time destabilising and familiar.
His research is an attempt to connect different worlds and references in-
spired by science, spirituality, the relationship between nature and artifice, 
cosmic stories, often merging into fantastic and alternative situations com-
pared to the reality of everyday life, in a sort of constant search for escapism.
Among his recent solo and duo shows: “Holobiont Rhapsody”, Duo show with 
Stach Szumski, Eastcontemporary, Milan, Italy (2021); “Notturno”, site-spe-
cific project, curated by Giulia Pollicita, UnaVetrina, Rome, Italy (2020); “Fishy 
fishy fishy X”, Rehearsal, Milan, Italy (2019). 
The artist was included in group exhibitions such as: “Abbiamo invitato un 
po’ di artisti nello Spazio”, pt II, curated by Osservatorio Futura and Giacinto 
Di Pietrantonio, Osservatorio Futura, Turin, Italy (2022); “This must be the 
place”, curated by Edoardo De Cobelli and Sara Van Bussel, Composit 
Flagship store, Milan, Italy (2022); “Les Danses Nocturnes”, curated by 
EastContemporary, Spread Museum, Entrevaux, France (2021); “Starry 
speculative nights”, curated by Edoardo De Cobelli, Spazio Volta, Bergamo, 
Italy (2021); “Luna Calante”, curated by Edoardo Manzoni and Giada Olivotto, 
Residenza La Fornace, Italy (2020); “Libertà”, curated by Luca Beatrice, 
Castello di Lajone, Quattordio, Italy (2020); “Tetsuo’s body”, curated by 
Marcello Barison and Andrea Samory, 9hours Hotel Otemachi, Fuchu, 
Tokyo, Japan (2018); “Formes vivantes”, curated by Jean-Charles Hameau, 
Musèe National Adrien Dubouchè, Limoges, France (2018); “Future Artists”, 
Nerve Visual Gallery, Londonderry, Northern Ireland (2016). 
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